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Perturbation evolution
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Observed CMB power spectrum

Observations
Constrain theory of early universe

+ evolution parameters and geometry

Planck 2018 arXiv:1807.06209

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.06209


E and B polarization

Trace free gradient:

E polarization

Curl: 

B polarization

e.g.

e.g. cold spot



E-mode polarization 

Planck 2018

+ ACT/SPT/ACTpol/SPTpol ground-based in progress

Forthcoming ground-based: Simons Observatory, S4



TE

and cross-correlation with temperature

Planck 2018



Last scattering surface

Inhomogeneous universe

- photons deflected

Observer

Weak lensing of the CMB perturbations
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Deflection related to shear 𝛾𝑖 , convergence 𝜅 , and rotation 𝜔

𝜅

𝛾

Convergence

Shear

Rotation 𝜔 = 0 from scalar perturbations in linear perturbation theory

𝜔

Rotation

𝜔 = 0 ⇒ 𝛼 = 𝛻𝜓

Lens remapping approximation: deflection angle 𝜶



Deflections O(10-3), but coherent on degree scales → important!

Deflection angle power spectrum

Linear

Non-linear

On small scales 

(Limber approx. 𝑘𝜒 ∼ 𝑙)







UnlensedMagnified Demagnified

Local effect of lensing on the power spectrum



TT

EE

Averaged over the sky, lensing smooths out the power spectrum

Amount of lensing
(𝐴𝐿 = 1 is actual level)



Effect on TE and EE polarization spectra



Polarization power spectra

Possible primordial 

gravitational wave 

signals

Reionization

B from lensing of E



1. How can we reconstruct the lensing?

- gives a powerful cosmological probe 

(z~2 peak; constraints on LCDM, dark energy, massive neutrinos, etc.)

2.  Can we then delens?

- unsmooth the power spectra, clean the lensing B modes

3.  What does the future hold?

Outline
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Lensing reconstruction (concept)

Measure spatial variations in magnification and shear

Use assumed unlensed spectrum, and unlensed statistical isotropy



Lensing Reconstruction – Quadratic Estimators

Credit: Anthony Challinor



Julien Carron
University of Sussex

Planck Lensing 2018 arXiv:1807.06210



Planck lensing reconstruction noise
(instrumental noise + cosmic variance of unlensed T/E)



True simulation input

Lensing deflection



Simulated Planck lensing reconstruction

Lensing deflection



TT



Polarization



MV





Individual estimators



CMB lensing best measures ∼ 𝜎8Ω𝑚
0.25 = 0.589 ± 0.020.

“Lensing-only” priors Ωbh
2 = 0.0222 ± 0.0005; 𝑛𝑠= 0.96 ± 0.02; 0.4 < ℎ < 1

Lensing LCDM parameters



DES lensing from Troxel et al. (DES Collaboration 2017, 10 nuisance parameters marginalized) 







Lensing + BAO + (Ωbh
2 = 0.0222 ± 0.0005)

Riess et al. 1903.07603

𝐻0 = 74.22 ± 1.82 km 𝑠−1Mpc−1

Planck 2018 (inc. CMB)

𝐻0 = 67.4 ± 0.5 km 𝑠−1Mpc−1

https://cosmocoffee.info/discuss/1903.07603


Improving lensing reconstruction using Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB)

Use Planck GNILC 353, 545 GHz CIB maps as additional tracer of lensing potential

Effective reconstruction noise

Peak smoothing

B-modes



Planck reconstruction



Planck reconstruction

+ CIB



Delensing

Lensing:

Delensing:

𝑋len 𝐧 = 𝑋unl(𝐧 + 𝜶 𝒏 )

𝑋delen 𝐧 ≈ 𝑋len(𝐧 − 𝜶 𝒏 )



Delensing (𝐴𝐿 = 1)



Delensing (𝐴𝐿 = 0.5)



Delensing (𝐴𝐿 = 0.1)



Delensing (𝐴𝐿 = 0.01)



Planck B-mode delensing proof of principle

(limited delensing efficiency from Planck due to E noise)

Perfect delensing

Up to 20% 

delensed



Delensing: Peak Sharpening – 40% of smoothing effect removed with MV+CIB



SO Science Book 1808.07445

CMB Lensing



Ground based: noise is very inhomogenous Lensing reconstruction noise is also inhomogeneous

𝑁0
eff −1

𝑁QU
−1

Improvement in power

spectrum variance

from 𝜅 filtering:

Optimal filtering for CMB lensing reconstruction
Mark Mirmelstein, Julien Carron, AL in prep.

⇒ Filter using ത𝑋 = 𝑆 𝑆 + 𝑁 −1𝑋 ⇒ Filter  reconstruction ҧ𝜅 = 𝑆𝜅 𝑆𝜅 +𝑁0
eff −1

𝜅

1. 2.

%

Not quite as optimal as full 

maximum likelihood, but

simple and still quadratic

⇒ easy to model 



CMB lensing cross-correlations

×
galaxy density or lensingCMB lensing

𝜙ext

- Measurements of growth of structure and bias

- Calibration of galaxy shear bias

- Improve constraints on 𝑓NL from scale-dependent bias

Böhm et al. 1605.01392, 1806.01157

Lensing potential and tracer non-Gaussian ⇒ source of bias

* Lensing auto-spectrum: Small 𝑁(3/2) bias

* Large-scale structure tracers lower redshift ⇒ more non-Gaussian – bigger bias?

Giulio Fabbian, AL, Dominick Beck in prep.

(flat-sky approximation) (or CIB, 21cm, .. etc.)



Cross power spectrum:

𝑁 3/2 cross-correlation bias due to non-Gaussianity

Two bispectrum contributions: Non-linear structure growth and post-Born Lensing

- partly cancel (Pratten & Lewis 1605.05662)

+ …

http://arxiv.org/abs/1605.05662


Fractional Non-Gaussian Bias

CMB lensing x galaxies CMB lensing x galaxy lensing

Test with simulations

e.g. 

galaxy lensing cross

with S4 CMB lensing



Trouble with 𝚲𝐂𝐃𝐌?

Planck ΛCDM

prediction

Possible solution: change sound horizon 𝑟𝑑 by new physics before recombination

The Hubble discrepancy assuming ΛCDM sound horizon 𝑟𝑑



e.g. Poulin et al. early dark energy model

High resolution/sensitivity polarization: 

precision small-scale EE, TE, TT power spectrum 

If 𝐻0~73 km s−1Mpc−1, 

new pre-recombination physics 

likely detectable at >~ 5𝜎



Conclusions
• CMB lensing powerful cosmological probe

- high significance measurement with Planck

- CMB lensing +BAO provides tight constraints on 𝐻0, 𝜎8
- complementary to galaxy lensing

• Delensing works! Planck 2018 internal delensing:

- High significance detection of peak sharpening (T/E)

- First detection of B-mode delensing

- Improved delensing using Planck CIB

• Simons Observatory (and other expts.) will greatly improve the CMB 

lensing reconstruction to small scales 

- much more detailed modelling will be required

• If 𝐻0 tension persists, future very interesting

- independent ∼ 5𝜎 internal detection of non-ΛCDM from CMB alone


